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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Investigate the behaviours surrounding  
purchasing music online, with a specific focus on DJs.



USER RESEARCH

Overall trends & insights
Users prefer to purchase from Beatport above any other platform

Users tend to browse and discover new music across many platforms  
(but ultimately purchase from Beatport)

Users spend more time browsing for music than purchasing and sharing

Common pain points include:

• Inability to re-download past purchases
• Buying the same track twice by accident
• Inefficient search / browse functions
• Overall, cost is perceived as high

Common delight points include:

• The vastness of Beatports library
• The high quality of Beatport files
• Receiving coupons / promos from Beatport



USER PERSONA 1



USER PERSONA 2



USER PERSONA 3



USER GOALS & MOTIVATORS

Our users want to be music experts
Keep music library up to date  /  Be informed about new releases  /  Buy music

Our users are driven by passion
Music excites them  /  Always evolving



PROBLEM STATEMENT

I am a resident DJ looking to update my music 
library for an upcoming gig. I am trying to purchase 
new tracks from Beatport, but am not sure what 
I’ve already purchased and the lack of search filter 
options makes the selection seem overwhelming. This 
makes me feel frustrated and disconnected from my 
music library. 



PROPOSED SOLUTION

Beatport Cloud
A service offered to Beatport users, Beatport Cloud would provide  
users with a full purchase history of tracks bought, with the ability to  
re-download tracks at any time. This cloud archive would provide users 
with continuous access to their music library, from anywhere. 

Additionally, Beatport Cloud would provide smart recommendations based 
on the users purchase history. These recommendations would only include 
tracks the user has not previously purchased, thereby diminishing the 
likelihood of purchasing the same track twice.

Recommendations would also be powered by advanced filtering 
options, allowing the user to search recommendations based on specific 
parameters.



COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

File Types

MP3, AAC MAX 256 KBIT/S 100 MB NO

MP3, AAC MAX 256 KBIT/S 200 MB NO

MP3 MAX 320 KBIT/S 300 MB NO

MP3, WAV, AIFF MAX 1411 KBIT/S NONE YES

Transcoding Max File Size Recommendation  
Filtering

iTunes 
Cloud



USER TASK ANALYSIS

Sign in to Beatport Cloud
• Enter username, password

Select “Library” in navbar

Locate track by:
• Keyword search
• Sort function
• Filter search

Once track is in view, click download

Select local location for save

Download previously  
purchased track

Sign in to Beatport
• Enter username, password

Select “Recommendations” in navbar

Browse tracks via:
• Keyword search
• Sort function
• Filter search

Browse Beatport Cloud 
recommendations



USER FLOW 1: DOWNLOAD PREVIOUSLY PURCHASED TRACK



USER FLOW 2: BROWSE RECOMMENDATIONS



WIREFRAME: LIBRARY



ANNOTATED WIREFRAME: LIBRARY

Pain point addressed:
Inability to re-download past purchases

Pain point addressed:
Inability to view purchase history



WIREFRAME: RECOMMENDATIONS



ANNOTATED WIREFRAME: RECOMMENDATIONS

Pain point addressed:
Buying the same track twice by accident



WIREFRAME: RECOMMENDATIONS FILTERS 



ANNOTATED WIREFRAME: RECOMMENDATIONS FILTERS 

Pain point addressed:
Inefficient search / browse functions



WIREFRAME: DASHBOARD



ANNOTATED WIREFRAME: DASHBOARD

Persona 1: James
James often purchases at work and downloads later 
at home, having a list of purchases he has not yet 
downloaded visible up front will simplify his experience.

Persona 2: Kevin
Kevin often sources rare and obscure tracks and 
remixes. Having a selection of recommendations based 
on his specific tastes will enhance his experience.

Research revealed that users spend more time browsing 
than purchasing or sharing music, and that they browse 
across multiple platforms. By providing users a more 
efficient way to browse, we will increase their time on 
Beatport and lessen it across other platforms.

All of our user personas expressed a desire to keep 
their library fresh and up to date. Having a selection of 
recommended new releases and chart toppers based on 
purchase history will again offer a simplified experience.



FUTURE PLANS

Customizable dashboard

Ability to delete unwanted recommendations

Integration with main Beatport site (highlight 
purchased tracks)

Introduce loyalty discount scheme

Scan & Match premium service

Pain point addressed:
Cost perceived as high

Offered by competitors 
Additional revenue
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